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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rationale.— It is common observation that some who teach reading 
in the first grade tend to follow the idea that mental ability is the 
only factor to be considered. Although it is one of the main supporting 
factors in oral and silent reading achievement of pupils, there are 
resent investigations which criticize this limited approach to factors 
influencing reading. The public school of today seeks to provide for 
the development of the whole child. This is being done through taking 
into consideration the personal adjustment, social and physical con¬ 
dition, as well as the mental ability of the individual. 
This study is the writer's attempt to examine various factors 
upon which learning to read orally and silently in the first grade 
depends. A pupil's general mental capacity, social status, emotional 
balance and physical condition affect his ability to learn to read well 
orally and silently not only in the first grade, but at every stage of 
his development for the first lesson taught through adult life. Serious 
deficiencies in any one of these components of the pupil's equipment 
for developing growth may seriously interfere with his progress in 
reading and may limit the level of reading achievement. 
This study was conceived for the purpose of investigating certain 
factors related to oral and silent reading achievement which are con¬ 
sidered basic to the development of power and efficiency in reading. 
1 
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Since reading is largely a thinking process, it follows that mental 
maturity is a primary factor in reading abilitiesj as stated by Betts, 
a child of low mental ability is not likely to succeed in reading achieve¬ 
ment because he has so little to take to the printed page.'*' Reading 
being a continuous and gradual process, general growth curves in reading 
and other related factors as mental, social, physical and emotional 
proceed smoothly upward without sudden jumps. Different needs having 
been discovered and corrected or improved tend to accelerate certain 
phrases in oral and silent readung achievement. 
Gates believes that the pupil with low mental ability who suffers 
a physical defect such as poor hearing or vision will be more severely 
handicapped in learning to read than the pupil of one deficiency.^ In 
attempting to determine the ease and speed with which a child will 
learn to read and the level and quality of reading ability that he may 
eventually attain, the investigator must have valid information con¬ 
cerning several influencing factors. 
How well a child gets along with others is a deciding factor in 
determining the effect of social maturity upon his reading achievement. 
The immediate problem in living is to get along with people. If this 
need is met the child’s achievement in mastering the reading skills is 
relative to social development. The development of ability to get 
along reasonably well with a classmate is a fair test of a child's 
ability to read with success in situations requiring smaller and larger 
group activities. 
1   — 
Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction (New York: 
American Book Company, 1950), p. 12iu 
2 
Arthur I. Gates, Teaching Reading (Washington, D. C. : National 
Education Association, 19^3), pp. 13-liu 
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A child who is able to control his emotions is liked by his class¬ 
mates and thus becomes a happy individual. A happy child has a better 
chance of progressing in reading than does an unhappy one. The child 
who is not well, liked by others becomes confused and frustrated and 
may develop complexes or attitudes that may well block his reading 
progress. 
The writer believes that in studying a pupil who experiences 
difficulties in reading, it is necessary to determine as accurately as 
possible the characteristics in which the pupil is deficient and those 
in which he is average or superior. 
The Evolution of the Problem.— The writer had taught the first 
grade three years in Newton County, Georgia. In these three years many 
first grade pupils entered who were slow in learning to read. The 
writer was not satisfied with the oral and silent reading achievement 
of some of her pupils each year. She found it difficult to meet the 
needs of the pupils who had disabilities that she was not aware of. 
Knowing that mental abilities, social factors, and the health condition 
of the child must be considered, she found it necessary to use different 
methods with individual children according to their different dis¬ 
abilities. Often, however, children who seemingly had the same social 
or health problems did not respond to the same technique. Techniques 
used with one child might not work with another child even though they 
seemed to have similar problems. During the 1955-1956 school terra a 
child entered who was not socially mature. The child's mother ac¬ 
companied her to school for five months before she became well enough 
adjusted to come alone despite all the efforts of her teacher and class¬ 
mates to make her feel at home. Since then a brother and sister have 
U 
entered who had the same problem in social adjustment. Ordinarily 
children who experience this difficulty in adjusting also experience 
difficulty in reading. However, these children, though they did not 
recite in class or respond to class procedure, ranked rather high on 
reading achievement tests given later in the year. This problem in¬ 
terested the writer very much and was one of the main reasons for her 
making this study. 
The writer had encountered many other problems related to emotional 
and physical conditions, but this problem seemed to be coming from the 
home situation in that each child in this family entered with the same 
difficulty. Here the mental ability was normal and their reading 
achievement satisfactory, but their social need was not adequately 
developed. 
The writer was highly interested in finding solutions for similar 
problems and others of various factors that may or may not hinder the 
oral and silent reading achievement. 
It was hoped that this study would be of value to the writer in 
facing similar problems and in giving insight concerning further readings 
for information related to her classroom problems. The writer's findings 
will be shared with the Supervisor and other classroom teachers. 
Statement and Definition of Problems. — The problem involved in 
the study was concerned with the relationship of oral and silent reading 
achievement to certain aspects of mental, social, physical and person¬ 
ality development of thirty first grade pupils of the R. L. Cousins 
Elementary School, Covington, Georgia. 
Definition of Terms.— For the purpose of this study the following 
terms were defined as follows: 
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1. The term, achievement, is the measured knowledge or skills 
which have been attained in a given subject. 
2. Mental ability is the degree of availability of one's ex¬ 
periences for the solution of immediate problems and the 
anticipation of future ones. 
3. Social maturity is -the ability of a child to get along 
with other children and other people in or out of his 
immediate group with or without a slight variation from 
the normal. 
U. The term, physical condition, refers to the child's physical 
fitness or freedom from defects of hearing, vision, glandular 
functions, overweight, underweight, or any deviation from 
the norm due sub-normal body functions. 
5. The term, emotional maturity, means the ability to control 
the emotions or to meet situations with a calmness in 
keeping with the norm for that specific age level. 
Limitation of the Study.— This study was primarily concerned with 
the relationship of oral and silent reading achievement to certain 
aspects of mental, social, physical and personality development of 
thirty first grade pupils of the R. L. Cousins Elementary School, 
Covington, Georgia. It was limited further to the comparison of the 
relationship of these aspects to oral and silent reading as measured by 
the Gilmore Oral Reading Tests. As a result of these limitations no 
attempt was made to identify the causative factors operative in personality 
maladjustment nor to isolate the cause of poor oral and silent reading. 
Purpose of the Study.— The purposes of this study were as follows: 
1. To determine: (a) mental ability, (b) personal and social 
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adjustment, (c) visual efficiency, and (d) oral and silent 
reading achievement of thirty first grade pupils. 
2. To determine the relationship between mental abilities and 
oral and silent reading achievement of thirty first grade 
pupils. 
3. To determine the relationship between personal and social 
adjustment and oral and silent reading achievement of 
thirty first grade pupils. 
U. To determine relationship between visual efficiency and 
oral and silent reading achievement of tirty first grade 
pupils. 
5. To draw implications and make recommendations whereby 
the teaching of oral and silent reading in the first grade 
may be improved through appropriate attention to factors 
•which are basic to maximum achievement. 
Method of Research.— The Descriptive Survey Method of Research 
was used, employing the specific techniques of observations and testing 
to gather necessary data. 
Description of Collecting Instruments.-- The tests used in this 
stucty- were the Gilmore Oral Reading Test, the California Test of 
Personality, the Metropolitan Achievement Tests and the Pintner- 
Cunningham Primary Test. 
The Gilmore Oral Reading Test has been developed to provide class¬ 
room teachers, reading supervisors, and others particularly concerned 
with reading instruction, with a means of analyzing the oral reading 
performance of pupils in Grades one through three. The test provides 
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measures of accuracy of oral reading, comprehension of material read, 
and rate of reading. There are two equivalent forms, A and B. Each 
comprises ten carefully constructed oral reading paragraphs which form 
a continuous story, and an illustration of characters and events in 
the paragraphs. The validity of the test is based on test given by 
Gray and Durrell to twenty-four pupils of the same age in Grades five.^ 
Reliability was checked and determined by intense research and in¬ 
vestigation. 
The California Test of Personality has been designed to identify 
and reveal the status of certain highly important factors in personality 
and social adjustment usually designated as "intangibles." This test 
measures twelve components relating to self-adjustment and social ad¬ 
justment. Each series is composed of "yes" and "no" questions which 
are designed to measure such aspects of adjustments as self-reliance, 
sense of personal worth, sense of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, 
knowledge of social standards, social skills, freedom from anti¬ 
social tendencies, family and school relations. The reliability and 
validity of the test were determined by showing accurately the degree 
to which the pupils have mastered the functional skills measured by 
the test. The value has been repeatedly vindicated, and has been re- 
2 
tained in the test. In this study, the California Test of Personality 
was given to determine the adjustment of the pupils from the standpoint 
of both personal needs and social obligations. 
Ï    —  
J. V, Gilmore, The Gilmore Oral Reading Test (New Yorks World 
Book Company, 19^2), p. 1. 
2 
W. W. Clark, R. W. Tiegs and L. D. Thorpe, Manual of Directions - 
The California Test of Personality (California: California Test 
Bureau, 19^7), p. 3. 
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The Metropolitan Achievement Tests provide reliable measures of 
individual achievement. The tests (for grades one through eight) 
include five batteries, the aspects of separate subject-matter tests 
comprising these batteries provide reliable measures of individual 
achievement. The average of the subtest scores on each battery provides 
a measure of average achievement for the individual pupil. The re¬ 
liability and validity of the tests xrere determined by the results of 
tests administered in a representative sampling of schools and grades 
in the United States.^- 
The Pintner-General Ability Tests, Verbal Series, have been de¬ 
veloped to fulfill modern requirements for a complete series of group 
tests of general intellectual ability or aptitude covering all levels 
from kindergarten age to maturity. All batteries yield scores on a 
single standard score scalej thus direct comparability of results from 
one battery to another is made possible. Each battery of the series 
forms provides for measurement of a variety of skills or abilities 
■which constitute different aspects of the composite quality which is 
usually termed general mental ability. The reliability and validity of 
the test were determined by the results of tests administered to 260 
first grade pupils.^ 
Locale of the Study.— The writer carried out this study with 
thirty first grade pupils in section I and II of the R. L. Cousins 
Elementary School in Covington, Georgia. This school is a large brick 
Ï 
Gertrude Hildreth, The Metropolitan Achievement Tests (Yonkers- 
on-Hudson, New York: World"Book Company, 1947), p. 1. 
2 
R. Pintner, Bess V. Cunningham and W. Durest, The Pintner- 
Cunningham Primary Test (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book 
"Company, 191*6 ), p. 1. 
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building with elementary and high school combined. The elementary de¬ 
partment has seventeen teachers. Eight of the teachers have degrees, 
three teachers are working toward degrees, and five are working toward 
the Master of Arts degree. The school has one principal, a supervisor, 
three cooks, one maid and a janitor. 
The school is located in the western section of Covington, Georgia 
but many of the pupils are transported from the rural sections of the 
county by bus. The school is modern and has many helpful facilities to 
carry out the process of educating boys and girls to become worthwhile 
citizens. 
Procedural Steps in the Study.— The procedural steps conducted in 
this research are enumerated below: 
1. Permission to conduct the study was requested from the 
proper school officials. 
2. Thirty first grade pupils were selected from section I of 
the first grade who were the subj ects of the study. 
3. Five test instruments were administered to determine the 
following: (a) mental ability, (b) personal and social 
adjustment, (c) visual efficiency, (d) oral and silent 
reading achievement. Whenever necessary testing situation 
was individualized. 
U. The data received from the tests were assembled in appropriate 
tables, graphs and figures, and in turn treated statis¬ 
tically. 
5» Literature pertinent to this study was reviewed, summarized 
and presented in the finished copy of the thesis. 
10 
Subjects and Materials.— The subjects and materials used in con¬ 
ducting this study were as follows: 
1. Thirty first graders from Section I were the subjects. 
2. The Pintner-Cunningham Test was used to secure the mental 
ability of subjects. 
3. The Metropolitan Achievement Test was administered to 
determine the silent reading achievement of subjects. 
U. The Gilmore Oral Reading Test was administered to indicate 
the oral reading achievement of subjects. 
5. The telebinocular was used to test visual efficiency. 
6. The California Test of Personality was administered to 
determine the social maturity of the subjects and the 
emotional balance of the subjects. 
Review of Literature Related to Study.— The related literature 
is presented under the following captions: (l) theories and studies 
in mental abilities, (2) theories and studies in personality, (3) 
theories and studies concerning visual efficiency, and (U) theories 
and studies in oral and silent reading achievement. 
Perhaps the most important controversies concerning the exact 
motive of intelligence (Mental Maturity) have centered around the woric 
of Spearman, Thorndike, and more recently Thurstone. Spearman holds 
that all intellectual abilities, when analyzed, resolve themselves 
into two factors. One of these the "gw or general factor is found in 
all mental abilities while the specific factors, designated as "s'* 
or Spearman, are highly specific and to be good only in certain situations 
which require these particular abilities. Traits or abilities dependent 
upon "gM factors are said to rather continuously loosely organized, and 
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the correlation between such abilities is low. The ttg" factor, or 
general intelligence, is responsible for positive correlations found 
between various abilities and is considered by Spearman to be a 
definite psychological entity.'*’ He has accumulated a mean of mathe¬ 
matical and statistical data to support his concept of intelligence, but 
there are many psychologists and other students of human nature who do 
not agree with him. 
Thorndike on the other hand, developed a concept of intelligence 
which denies the existence of general intelligence as psychological 
entity. He believes that we have intelligences rather than intelligence 
and that there is a separate intelligence for each type of intellectual 
2 
task. This theory known as synthetic theory is quantitative in nature 
and conceives of differences in intelligence in terms of a large or 
smaller number of associations rather than by the possession of a 
different quality of intellect. General intelligence, according to 
this theory becomes a mathematical abstraction or a total of specific 
abilities. Thorndike too, has failed to gain universal acceptance of 
his theory. 
Supporting the theory that Spearman holds that all intellectual 
abilities when analyzed resolve themselves in two factors, Thurstone 
has produced evidence that there are seven primary abilities which are 
basic to our concepts of general intelligence. His results were de¬ 
rived fhom an elaborate experiment in which 21*0 students from the 
University of Chicago volunteered as subjects. They were given a 
- — 
B. Hart and Spearman, nMental Test of Dimension," Journal of 
Abnormal Psychology,11 Vol. IX (191i*-19l5), pp. 219-21. 
2 
H. L. Thorndike, Educational Psychology (New York : The American 
Council of Education, 191*1)* pp. 397-98. 
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battery of fifty-six pencil and paper tests requiring a period of 
fifteen hours of testing. The primary abilities presumably discovered 
were as follows: N, number factor; S, visualizing two and three di¬ 
mensional space; M, memory; W, word facility or fluency; V, verbal 
relations; P, perceptual speed and I, induction,^ The abilities that 
have been identified by Thurstone with the greatest confidence are* the 
number factor, the verbal factor, the word factor, the space factor, 
and the memory factor, 
Ellis states, a child whose intelligence is definitely below that 
of other children the same age in school or in the neighborhood group 
soon finds himself an outsider. He cannot keep up to the standard set 
by the others, either in academic work or in extracurricular activities. 
Because here his interest are different from theirs, and because he 
cannot understand or adjust himself to their interests, he soon develops 
the personality traits generally associated with marked feelings of 
inferiority,^ 
Freeman listed three concepts of intelligence - the organic, the 
social and the psychological or behavioristic. He considered that the 
third is the only one that is of direct concern to intelligence testers 
and called the other factors of intelligence. The psychological or 
behavioristic concept accepts the intelligence as that type of behavior 
which is measured by intelligence tests measures. This definition is 
Ï   
L, L, Thurstone, The Vectors of Mind, (New York: University 
of Chicago Press, 1935;, pp. 1-lb. 
2 
Pearl D, Ellis, "A Comparative Study of Social Development and 
Intelligence of Sixty-Four First Grade Children in Eden Park Elementary 
School, Baton Rouge, Louisiana” (unpublished Master's thesis, Department 
of Education, Atlanta University, 19U7), p. 61, 
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in line with others. It has meaning for it implies that intelligence, 
although it has not yet been adequately defined or delimited, conditions 
the individual's behavior and that it is therefore, through observation 
and measurement of his behavior that his intelligence can be estimated.-*- 
It has been accepted that suitable personality development fosters 
oral and silent reading achievement, just as good health contributes 
to success in all behaviors or endeavors, Basic to this idea, however, 
is the awareness of the fact, that in order to understand the real 
meaning of personality, it is essential to know what constitutes both 
personality and achievement. Allport examined several studies and as 
a result suggested that: Personality is the dynamic organization within 
the individual of those psychological systems that determine his unique 
O 
adjustments to his environments. 
Young states that: To the man in the street, personality is 
some special, largely mysterious, quality of an individual which attracts 
the attention of others, personality also has to do with how one 
individual influences another^ to understand the personality we need to 
discover the internal factors which lie behind his actions. We want to 
find his motives or "reasons” for acting, and why he looks upon himself 
•3 
as he does. 
Chapman found in his study that there was no meaningful difference 
in intelligence, achievement, personality and non-behavior problems of 
Ï 
Frank Freeman, The Meaning of Intelligence (Illinois: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1940), pp. 11-12. 
2 
Gordon Allport, Personality (New York: World Book Company, 1943), 
p. 24. 
3 . 
Kimball Young, Personality and Problems of Adjustment (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1949), pTT.   
Hi 
of pupils from non-broken homes and pupils from broken homesj conse¬ 
quently there would be no need for a different curriculum based on 
factors from this study* Further, his data seem to indicate that there 
is a need for greater emphasis on the teacher-learning situation so as 
to make more meaningful the learning experiences provided by the school 
for all pupils.'1' 
The opinion of the authorities in the field is that social readi¬ 
ness is needed before the child can leam to read successfully. How¬ 
ever, Betts gave an example of a child who seemed to be ready accoding 
2 
to mental ability, yet lacked social adjustment. 
Children should be examined by the doctor and nurse before they 
enter school to determine their health conditions. Many children cannot 
see very well, others may be hard of hearing, some may suffer with 
glandular defects, over-weight or under-weight. These conditions may 
hinder the child from reading well at present and in the future, from 
living a happy life. 
Merry and Merry point out that nutrition and glandular functions 
affect school adjustment. A child with anemia or one with a glandular 
defect, will not only have a hard time learning to read, but is likely 
to exhibit bad social reactions. The same may be said about children 
who cannot see or hear very well.3 
 Ï  
George Ervin Chapman, "A Study of Relationship Between Selected 
Factors for a Group of Non-Broken Homes and Group of Youth from Broken 
Homes" (unpublished Master’s thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta 
University, 195U). 
2 
Emmett Betts, op, cit.3 p. 123. 
3 
Ralph Merry and Fredia Merry, The First Two Decades of Life (New 
York: Harper andBrothers, 1950), p. 3'oii. 
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Dolch says that the foundation of the body depends on glands. A 
gland may be the cause of a child's being thin or abnormally fat. The 
teacher may know that socially the child will be made fun of and will 
soon begin to feel queer about being different from the average child 
in size. The result can be the cause of unfavorable personality traits 
and difficulties stemming therefrom. Therefore, extreme thinness or 
stoutness is not to be ignored in teaching children to read. Generally, 
physical growth and development may affect the school child in such a 
way that he is not able to progress as a normal child in reading achieve¬ 
ment.'*' 
Gray, Monroe, and Gray studied a group of children and reported 
that a child who is disturbed emotionally also has little energy or 
desire to learn. Emotional strain and anxiety are just as great handi¬ 
caps as are physical defects in learning to read. The child who is 
reacting to fears, anxieties, hostilities, or frustration or his 
2 
emotional needs cannot give maximum attention to learning to read, 
Coleman lists these as possible factors that may cause the child 
to be emotionally disturbed: (1) mother's idea of discipline may clash 
with father's, (2) in-laws in the home offering suggestions to parents, 
(3) the correct handling of one child may upset the other child, (U) 
the economic burden of the family may affect the children, (£) parents 
are sometimes too over-protecting, (6) a recent change of home because 
of death or some other factors, and (7) the arrival of a young brother 
 T  
William E. Dolch, Helping handicapped Children in School 
(Campaign, Illinois: The Serrald Hress, 1953), pp. 16^-65. 
2 
William S. Gray, Marion Monroe and Lillian Gray, Guide-Book for 
Pre-Reading (New York: Scott Foresman and Co,, 195U), p."TT^ 
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or sister."*- 
In a study of twenty-five maladjusted pupils by Brogden these 
types of maladjustments were found: fear, nervousness, fighting, temper 
outburst, truancy, stealing and seclusiveness. In this study Brogden 
found that most probable trained parents, low mentality, and immortality 
in the homes. She recommended: (l) that children with physical defects 
be treated by specialists and (2) that the pupil's dominant school 
interests and needs be found and their school work be centered around 
these interests when possible,2 
Cutts and Moseley state that there are seven main causes of 
undesirable behavior, namely, the child's family and environment, his 
emotional and social status, his temperament, his physical condition, his 
mental ability, educational background, and his occupational interest,^ 
The recommendations offered by Cutts and Moseley include es¬ 
tablishing friendly relations with children, helping children to make 
desirable friendship with other children, providing successes by ad¬ 
justing work to the levels of achievement and ability of individuals and 
cultivating interests. 
These statements concerning personality and adjustment seem to 
describe as well as possible in a non-technical manner the meaning of 
personality for teachers and other persons who are not technical workers 
in the field of personality stucty", It should be kept clearly in mind 
- 
Maye Coleman, "New Helps With Fæiüy Problems," Parent Magazine 
(April, 19f>0), p. U6.  
2 
Julia Mae Brogden, "A Study of Twenty-Five Maladjusted Pupils of 
the David T, Howard High School" (unpublished Master's thesis, School of 
Education, Atlanta University, 19Ù0), pp, 70-73, 
3 
E, E, Cutts and N, Moseley, Practical School Discipline and Mental 
Hygiene (Atlanta: Houghton Mifflin Co,, 1953), p. 127. 
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that the behavior of the individual is controlled by his personality 
and at the same time furnished the evidence by which his personality can 
be in part evaluated. 
In reference to the significant importance of reading achievement 
both in oral and silent reading, Chairman made the following obser¬ 
vations: Despite the quantity of experimental data, the wealth of 
ingenious teaching devices, the range of interesting children's material, 
and the large amount of school time alloted for teaching reading and 
attempting to develop desirable personality adjustments, a surprisingly 
large number of pupils still experience extreme difficulty in acquiring 
satisfactory reading skills.^ 
Hurlock concluded that success in reading depends greatly upon 
visual discriminating which requires the following major abilities: 
ability to note similarity in objects; differences in similar objects; 
differences in size of objects; differences in orientation; ability to 
match objects with a picture; ability to note similarities and the 
2 
ability to match letters with a printed page. 
Qwynn concluded that most poor readers come from homes that are 
overcrowded. Often both parents work and do not have time to spend with 
the children. Most conversation used is that of telling the child what 
to do while parents are away at work. These children cannot learn to 
read because of the environmental factor in the home.^ 
Ï 
R. C. Chailman, "Personality Maladjustments and Remedial Reading" 
Journal of Exceptional Children, Vol. VI (1939), PP. 7-8. 
2 
Elizabeth Hurlock, Child Development (New York: McGray-Hill Book 
Company, 19U9), p. 560. 
3 
J. lÿinor Gwynn, Curriculum Principles and Social Trends (New 
York: Macmillan Company, 1951), p. 276. 
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Many educators agree that illness of many kinds may have their 
effects on the child's ability to learn to read. Some children suf¬ 
fering from physical defects are not in a condition to do justice to 
their school work. Physical growth and development are so closely related 
to educational growth or progress that schools have for some years given 
increasing attention to its study. They are of the opinion too, that 
in a matter of health deficiencies, slow learning children of hearing, 
seeing, are most frequently among children ranging below average in 
reading abilities than among average or above average children in read¬ 
ing abilities. 
Children who are given kindergarten experiences before they learn 
to read find each successvie step in learning to read easier. Their 
desires and enthusiasm for reading develop naturally. Desirable attitude 
of a child may continue as long as the child meets success and satis¬ 
faction. 
Bryan found in her study that if boys and girls are given the proper 
guidance in all related factors, they will be able to read orally and 
silently more quickly and efficiently.'*' 
Durrell states that from the beginning of reading, the major 
outcome is to interpret the meaning of the printed page. In order to 
understand adequately the child develops certain abilities: first, 
reading for factual information; and reading to recall specific items 
of information and reading to retain fundamental concepts; second, 
reading to organize, which includes such abilities as the ability to 
Ï ——— 
Rosetta Davis Bryan, "Relationship of Oral and Word Recognition 
Abilities of First Grade Pupils to the Performance on Test of Rate and 
Accuracy of Perception1* (unpublished Master’s thesis, Department of 
Education, Atlanta University, 19$6), 
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establish a sequence of relationships between material from several 
sources, and reading to summarizej third, reading to evaluate, which 
includes abilities to differentiate fact from opinion, ability to judge 
the reasonableness and the adequacy of the content j fourth, reading to 
interpret, which includes the ability to sense the ideas.^ 
Summary of Related Literature.-- The summation of the findings of 
the literature in this area has been organized under the following 
captions: theories and studies in mental abilities, theories and studies 
in personality, theories and studies concerning visual efficiency and 
theories and studies in oral and silent reading achievement. 
Mental Abilities - Although intelligence has been viewed from 
angles by various psychologists there is a general trend emphasizing 
the concepts of the adaptability of the organism to new and different 
situations. 
Personality - There is a warning, however, that one should not 
be overawed by any branch of science or methodology to the neglect of 
other promising leads in the study of behavior. 
Visual Efficiency - Being cognizant of the pertinence of having 
an average intelligence and desirable personality adjustments, visual 
efficiency seems to be one of the most significant requirements for 
success in any endeavor more specifically in reading achievement. 
Oral and Silent Reading Avhiecement - The better we can read, the 
wider will be our experiences. In fact oral and silent reading are ways 
of compressing many and varied experiences into the brief span of one 
superior to time and place. We can travel with speed of thought to any 
_____ - 
D. D. Durrell, "The Influence of Reading Ability on Intelligence 
Measures," Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. XXIV (1933), pp. U12-16. 
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place, in any age, with whomsoever we wish to associate. 
Value of Study to Educational Knowledge, Theory and Practice,— 
The writer hopes that the findings of this study will do the following: 
1, Furnish information to teachers doing research in the fut lore 
in order to help make their findings more meaningful. 
2, Reveal valuable information on the various disabilities of 
children in mental, social, physical and emotional maturity 
that may retard the pupil's oral and silent reading 
achievement, 
3, Reveal ideas that will substantiate the importance of pre¬ 
paring the whole child for the best results in reading 
achievement, 
U. Indicate to teachers, principals,and others who work with 
children implications or suggestions for solving similar 
problems in their classrooms. 
From the available studies it appears that once a pupil has 
achieved a fair mastery of the mechanics of reading and has had a fair 
amount of experience with reading different types of materials and for 
different purposes he should be able to make desirable personal aid 
social adjustments. 
The writer feels that this study will give some insight into the 
possible influence which these tests may have upon further growth in 
the first grade of R. L, Cousins Elementary School and will bring to 
light individual differences existing in mental ability, reading achieve¬ 
ment, visual efficiency, social maturity and the emotional balance. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction,— This chapter analyses and interprets data pertinent 
to the main purpose of this investigation into the relationship between 
oral and silent reading and mental abilities, personal and social ad¬ 
justment and visual efficiency. Its first section determines the mental 
ability, personal and social adjustment and visual efficiency and oral 
and silent reading achievement of the thirty first grade pupils in¬ 
volved in this study. These findings were based on the following 
statistical measures, the mean and median for purposes of determining 
central tendency; the range and standard deviation for indicating degrees 
of dispersion; and the percentiles for collaring with the national norms. 
These statistics were reported in tables to show the distribution, the 
trend of the results, and the meaning of scores in terms of the norms 
set by the various populations upon whom the tests were standardized. 
The latter section of the chapter reports data which were utilized 
in determining relationship between aspects of oral and silent reading 
and mental abilities, personal and social adjustment and visual 
efficiency. The main statistics upon which these findings were based was 
the Pearson's Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation, 
Performance of Subjects on the Pintner-Cunningham Test of Mental 
Maturity,— Table 1 presents data concerning the mental abilities of the 
thirty first grade pupils. They ranged from twenty-four to fifty-six, 
with a mean score of 39,3, a standard error of the mean of 1,36 and a 
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median of 38.0. 
TABLE 1 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OBTAINED IN 
DETERMINING THE MENTAL ABILITIES WHICH TYPIFIED 
THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Scores Frequencies Percentage 
54-56 1 3 
51-53 2 7 
48-50 2 7 
45-47 2 7 
42-44 4 13 
38-41 3 10 
36-38 6 20 
33-35 4 13 
30-32 5 17 
27-29 0 0 







Above and below the mean class interval eleven or 37 per cent 
and sixteen or 53 per cent scored, respectively. Three or 10 per cent 
scored within the mean class interval. This distribution was con-’ 
siderably scattered as shown by the standard deviation of 7.32 and a 
range of 32. The median score of 38.0 divided the scores in half 
and indicated a difference of 1.3 between it and the mean. This dis¬ 
crepancy gave evidence of positive skewness. When the mean score of 39.3 
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was checked against the established norm it was found to be equivalent 
to the fortieth percentile point. It was concluded, therefore, that 
the average of the thirty pupils indicated inadequacy in mental 
abilities, with a very small percentage of the scores representing a 
relatively high level of adequacy in this area. 
Performance of Subjects on the Personal Adjustment Section of 
The California Test of Personality.— For the purpose of this study 
personal adjustment scores were obtained as a result of the adminis¬ 
tration of the California Test of Personality. Table 2 presents data 
concerning the personal adjustment scores of the thirty first grade 
pupils. They ranged from twenty-three to thirty-seven, with a mean 
score of 30.0, a standard error of the mean of .668 and a median 
of 30.1. Above and below the mean class interval eight or 27 per 
cent, and twelve or 1|0 per cent scored, respectively. Ten or 33 per 
cent scored within the mean class interval. This distribution was 
rather compact as indicated by the standard deviation of 3.60 and a 
range of llu The median score of 30.1 divided the scores in half and 
indicated a difference of .1 between it and the mean. This dis¬ 
crepancy gave very little evidence of negative skewness. When the mean 
score of 30.0 was checked against the established norms it was found 
to be equivalent to the thirtieth percentile point. It was concluded 
that the average performance of the thirty first grade pupils indicated 
inadequate personal adjustment, with a very small percentage of the 
scores representing a relatively high level of adequacy in this area. 
2h 
TABLE 2 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OBTAINED IN 
DETERMINING THE PATTERN OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT 
WHICH TYPIFIED THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Scores Frequencies Percentage 
36-37 3 10 
3U-35 2 7 
32-33 3 10 
30-31 10 33 
28-29 5 17 
26-27 U 13 
2U-25 l 3 







Performance of Subjects on the Social Adjustment Section of the 
California Test of Personality.— Table 3 presents data concerning the 
personal adjustment scores of the thirty first grade pupils. They 
ranged from twenty-seven to forty-seven, with a mean score of 35.2U, 
a standard error of the mean of .861 and a median of 35.0. Above and 
below the mean class interval thirteen or forty-three per cent and nine 
or 30 per cent scored, respectively. Eight or 27 per cent scored within 
the mean class interval* This distribution was considerably scattered 
as shown by the standard deviation of 1;.6U and a range of 20. The 
median score of 35.0 divided the scores in half and indicated a dif¬ 
ference of ,2k between it and the mean. This gave evidence of slight 
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nagative skewness. When the mean score was checked against the norms 
it was equivalent to the thirty-first percentile point. It was con¬ 
cluded that the average performances of thirty pupils indicated inade¬ 
quate social adjustment, with a small percentage of the scores repre¬ 
senting a relatively high level of adequacy in this area, 
TABLE 3 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OBTAINED IN 
DETERMINING THE PATTERN OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT WHICH 
TYPIFIED THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Scores Frequencies Percentage 
U6-U7 1 3 
hh-hS 1 3 
U 2-U3 0 0 
Uo-Ui 2 7 
38-39 5 17 
36-37 h 13 
3U-35 8 27 
32-33 5 17 
30-31 0 0 
28-29 i 3 







Performance of Subjects on the Oral Reading Test,— Table U 
presents data concerning the oral reading scores of the thirty first 
grade pupils. They ranged from five to thirty-five, with a mean of 19.7, 
a standard error of the mean of 1,57 and a median of 20,5. Above and 
below the mean class interval fifteen or 50 per cent and ten or 32 per 
26 
cent scored, respectively. Five or 18 per cent scored within the mean 
class interval. This distribution was considerably scattered as shown 
by the standard deviation of 8.1*3* and a range of 30. The median score 
TABLE 1* 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OBTAINED IN 
DETERMINING THE PATTERN OF ORAL READING 'WHICH 
TYPIFIED THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Scores Frequencies Percentage 
33-35 2 7 
30-32 2 7 
27-29 U 13 
2U-26 1 3 
21-23 6 20 
18-20 5 18 
15-17 2 6 
12-11* 0 0 
9-11 k 13 
6- 8 3 10 







of 19*7 divided the scores in half and indicated a difference of .8 
between it and the mean* This gave evidence of slight negative 
skewness. According to the norms set for the test, a mean score 
of 19*7 is equivalent to the 1,1* grade status. It was concluded that 
the average performance of these pupils was slightly above the expected 
reading level with ten of the scores representing the present grade 
status. 
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Performance of Subjects on the Silent Heading Test,— Table 5 
presents data concerning the Silent Reading abilities of the thirty 
first grade pupils. They ranged from seventy-seven to 129, with a mean 
score of 106.5 and a median of 105.2. Above and below the mean class 
interval nine or 30 per cent and fourteen or h7 per cent scored, re¬ 
spectively. Seven or 23 per cent scored within the mean class 
interval. This distribution was considerably scattered as shown by 
TABLE 5 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OBTAINED IN 
DETERMINING THE PATTERN OF SILENT READING WHICH 
TYPIFIED THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Scores Frequencies Percentage 
125-129 3 10 
120-12U 2 7 
115-119 3 10 
110-Uii 1 3 
105-109 7 23 
100-10U 6 20 
95- 99 17 
90- 9k 2 7 
85- 89 0 0 
80- 8U 0 0 







the standard deviation of 11.5 and a range of 52. The median score 
of 105.2 divided the scores in half and indicated a difference of .3 
between it and the mean. This discrepancy gave very little evidence of 
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negative skewness. When the roean score of 106,5 was checked against 
the established norms it was found to be equivalent to the 1.5 grade 
status. It was concluded that the average performance of these pupils 
were slightly above the expected reading level with seven of the scores 
representing the present grade status. 
Performance of Subjects on Visual Efficiency as Measured by the 
Telebinolular. — Table 6 presents data concerning the Visual efficiency 
of the thirty first grade pupils. They ranged from twenty-nine to 
fifty-five, with a mean score of U7.9, a standard error of the mean 
of 1.3!? and a median of 5l«61i. Above and below the mean class interval 
eightteen or 60 per cent and nine or 29 per cent scored, respectively. 
TABLE 6 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OBTAINED IN 
DETERMINING THE PATTERN OF VISUAL EFFICIENCY WHICH 
TYPIFIED THIRTY FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Scores Frequencies Percentage 
53-55 11 37 
50-52 7 21+ 
U7-U9 3 10 
UU-U6 2 7 
U1-U3 1 3 
38-UO 1 3 
35-37 3 10 
32-31+ 1 3 







Three of 10 per cent scored within the mean class interval. This dis¬ 
tribution was considerably compact as shown by the standard deviation 
of 7.25 and a range of 26. The median score of 51.61* divided the 
scores in half and indicate a differences of 3.61* between it and the 
mean. This discrepancy gave some evidence of positive skewness. When 
the mean score of 1*7.9 was checked against the established norms it was 
found to approach normal efficiency. It was concluded that the average 
performance of these pupils was normal with nine of them representing 
slight visual inadequacy. 
Relationship Between Aspects of Oral and Silent Reading and Mental 
Abilities of the Thirty First Grade Pupils.— For the purpose of this 
study the Pearson Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation was utilized. 
Table 7 presents the correlation of oral and silent reading and mental 
abilities, personal and social adjustment and visual efficiency. The 
TABLE 7 
SUMMARY OF CORRELATIONS OF THE GILMORE ORAL READING TEST, 
THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, THE CALIFORNIA 





the .01 Level of 
Confidence 
Oral Reading with Mental Abilities .617 Significant 
Silent Reading with Mental Abilities .691 Significant 
Oral Reading with Personal Adjustment 
Silent Reading with Personal 
.1*19 Significant 
Adjustment .363 Significant 
Oral Reading with Social Adjustment .363 Significant 
Silent Reading with Social Adjustment .1*25 Significant 
Oral Reading with Visual Efficiency .1*08 Significant 
Silent Reading with Visual Efficiency .515 Significant 
An "r" of .31*8 is required for significance at the .01 per 
cent level of confidence. 
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correlations as indicated in Table 7 Tor the thirty pupils between oral 
and silent reading and mental abilities were .617 and .691, respectively. 
Further interpretation of these Mr9sn indicated that there was a 
positive relationship between oral and silent reading and mental 
abilities. When these ratios were checked for significance they were 
found to be significant at the .01 level of confidence since they ex¬ 
ceeded the required coefficient of .31*8. The writer concluded, there¬ 
fore, that there was a tendency for those pupils who ranked high, low 
or average in oral and silent reading to assume the same or similar 
positions in mental abilities. 
Relationship Between Aspects of Oral aid Silent Reading and 
Personal Adjustment.— As indicated in Table 7 the correlations 
between oral and silent reading and personal adjustment were .1*19 
and .1*27 respectively. Further interpretation of the "r ' s'* indicated 
that there was fair positive relationship between oral and silent 
reading and personal adjustment. When these ratios were checked for 
significance they were found to be significant at the .01. level of 
confidence since they exceeded the required coefficient of .31*8. The 
writer concluded, therefore, that there was a tendency for those who 
ranked high, low or average in oral and silent reading to assume the 
same or similar positions in personal adjustment. 
Relationship Between Aspects of Oral and Silent Reading and 
Social Adjustment of the Thirty First Grade Pupils.— The correlations 
indicated in Table 7 between oral and silent reading and social ad¬ 
justment were .1*63 and .1*25 respectively. Further interpretation of 
these "r’s" indicated that there was a fair positive relationship 
between oral and silent reading and social adjustment. When these ratios 
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for significance they were found to be significant at the ,01 per cent 
level of confidence since they exceeded the required coefficient of ,3U8. 
The writer concluded, therefore, that there was a tendency for those who 
ranked high, low or average in oral and silent reading to assume the 
same or similar position in social adjustment. 
Relationship Between Aspects of Oral and Silent Reading and 
Visual Efficiency,— As reported in Table 7 the correlations between 
oral and silent reading and visual efficiency were ,U08 and ,f?l5, 
respectively. Further interpretation of these "r’s'* indicated that 
there was a highly positive relationship between oral and silent reading 
and visual efficiency. When these correlations were checked for sig¬ 
nificance they were found to be significant at the ,ol level of con¬ 
fidence since they exceeded the required coefficient of ,3U8, The 
writer concluded, therefore, that there was a tendency for those 
pupils who ranked, low or average in oral and silent reading to assume 
the same or similar position in visual efficiency. 
These findings are summarized and considered in terms of 
conclusions and implications in the chapter which follows. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
The problem involved in this study was concerned with the relation¬ 
ship of oral and silent reading achievement to certain aspects of 
mental, social, physical and personality development of thirty first 
grade pupils of the R. L, Cousins Elementary School, Covington, Georgia. 
The writer recognized reading in relation to other factors and in terms 
of certain skills and techniques. It is evident that oral and silent 
reading comprise the pertinent groups of reading abilities to be de¬ 
veloped. In all probability, these groups are the ones to which all 
others should be subservient to some degree. It is the responsibility 
of the teacher to know the relationship between oral and silent reading 
and any other factor which might tend to stimulate or improve reading 
silently aid orally. The writer had encountered many problems related 
to emotional and physical conditions; these problems seemed to have 
been coming from the home situation in that children were entering school 
who were not socially mature and were experiencing difficulty in making 
social adjustments and consequently reading adjustments. The writer was 
highly interested in finding solutions for similar problems and others 
of various factors that may or may not hinder the oral and silent 
reading achievement. This research gave the writer an opportunity to 
study and determine whether or not there was any relationship between 




The purpose of this study was concerned with the following ob¬ 
jectives: 
1. To determine: a) mental ability, b) personal and social 
adjustment, c) visual efficiency, and d) oral and silent 
reading achievement of thirty first grade pupils 
2. To determine the relationship between mental abilities 
and oral and silent reading achievement of thirty first 
grade pupils 
3. To determine the relationship between personal and social 
adjustment and oral and silent reading achievement of 
thirty first grade pupils 
lu To determine relationship between visual efficiency and oral 
and silent reading achievement of thirty first grade pupils 
To draw implications and make recommendations wherever 
the teaching of oral and silent reading in the first grade 
may be improved through appropriate attention to factors 
which are basic to maximum achievement 
The writer carried out this study with thirty first grade pip ils 
in section I of the H. L. Cousins Elementary School in Covington, 
Georgia. This study was concerned with oral and silent reading of the 
thirty first grade pupils. This study was limited further to a com¬ 
parison of the relationship of this grovp into four areas, mental 
abilities as measured by the Pitner-Cunningham Test, silent and oral 
reading as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test and the Filmore 
Oral Test, visual efficiency as measured by the Telebinocular and 
personality as measured by the California Test of Mental maturity. 
3k 
The research method used in this study was the descriptive- 
survey method incorporating testing and statistical techniques. 
The mean, median, range, standard error of the mean, and standard 
deviation were found from the raw scores obtained from the four tests. 
Pearson's Product Moment Coefficient of Correlations was used to find 
the relationship between oral and silent reading and certain aspects 
of social, physical and personality development. 
The data for this study were compiled, analyzed, and presented as 
follows: 
1. Permission to conduct this study was requested from the 
proper school officials. 
2. Thirty first grade pupils were selected from section I 
of the first grade who were the subjects of the study. 
3. Five test instruments were administered to determine the 
following: (a) mental ability, (b) personal and social 
adjustment, (c) visual efficiency, (d) oral and silent 
reading achievement. Whenever necessary testing situations 
were individualized. 
h* The data derived from the tests were assembled in appropriate 
tables, graphs, and figures, and in turn were treated 
statistically. 
£. Literature pertinent to this study was reviewed, summarized 
and presented in the finished copy of the thesis. 
The review of the related literature pertinent to this research 
was considered under the following categories: (l) theories and studies 
in mental abilities, (2) theories and studies in personality, (3) 
theories and studies concerning visual efficiency, and (i*.) theories 
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and studies in oral and silent reading. 
With reference to the first category, authorities agree that 
although intelligence has been viewed from angles by various psycho¬ 
logists there is a general trend emphasizing the concepts of the 
adaptability of the organism to new and different situations. 
With reference to the second category: There are various ap¬ 
proaches to the study of personality and behavior. There is a 
warning, however, that one should not be overawed by any branch of 
science or methodology to the neglect of other promising leads in the 
study of behavior. 
With reference to the third category it is generally agreed that 
being cognizant of the pertinence of having an average intelligence 
and desirable personality adjustments, visual efficiency seems to be 
one of the most significant requirements for success in any endeavor 
more specifically in reading achievement. 
With reference to the fourth category authorities agree that the 
better we can read, the wider will be our experiences. In fact oral 
and silent reading are ways of compressing many and varied experiences 
into the brief span of one lifetime and enriching our lives.. The 
ability to read enables us to be superior to time and place. We can 
travel with the speed of thought to any place, in any age with whom¬ 
soever we wish to associate. 
Summary of Findings.— The analysis of the data collected in 
this study provides two sets of data. The first group of thirty first 
grade pupils in oral and silent reading and certain aspects of mental, 
social, physical and personality adjustment. The specific results 
follow: 
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The mean score for the thirty first grade pupils in mental 
abilities was 39*3» When the mean score of 39.3 was checked against 
the established norms it was found to be equivalent to the 40th per¬ 
centile point which indicated inadequacy in mental abilities. 
The mean score for the thirty first grade pupils in personal 
adjustment was 30,$» Above and below the mean class interval twelve 
or 39 per cent and thirteen or UU per cent scored, respectively. Five 
or 17 per cent scored within the mean class interval. When the mean 
score of 30,5 was checked against the established norms it was found 
to be equivalent to the 30th percentile point which indicated inadequacy 
in personal adjustment. 
The mean score for the thirty first grade pupils in social 
adjustment was 33,3, Above and below the mean class interval fourteen 
or 47 per cent and six or 20 per cent scored, respectively. Ten or 33 
per cent scored within the mean class interval. When the mean score 
of 30.3 was checked against the established norms it was found to be 
equivalent to the thirty-first percentile point which indicated 
inadequacy in social adjustment. 
The mean score for the thirty first grade pupils in oral reading 
was 19.7, Above and below the mean class interval fifteen or 30 per 
cent and ten or 32 per cent scored, respectively. Five or 18 per cent 
scored within the mean class interval. When the mean score of 19.7 was 
checked against rhe established norms it was found to be equivalent to 
the grade status of 1.4 which was slightly above the expected reading 
level for these pupils. 
The mean score for the thirty first grade pupils in silent 
reading was 33.4. Above and below the mean class interval eighteen or 
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60 per cent and eight or 26 per cent scored, respectively. When the 
mean score of U7,9 was checked against the established norms it was 
found to be equivalent to normal efficiency. 
The second set of findings satisfied purposes regarding relation¬ 
ship between oral and silent reading and certain aspects of mental 
abilities, personal adjustment, social adjustment and visual efficiency. 
The relationship between oral and silent reading and mental abilities 
for the thirty first grade pupils was statistically significant. The 
"r's” for these groups were ,617 and .691, respectively and were both 
significant at the ,01 level of confidence. 
The relationship between oral and silent reading and personal 
adjustment for the thirty first grade pupils Was statistically sig¬ 
nificant. The "r's” for these groups were ,U19 and ,U27, respectively 
and were both significant at the ,ol level of confidence. 
The relationship between oral and silent reading and social 
adjustment for the thirty first grade pupils was statistically sig¬ 
nificant, The "r’s" for these groups were .I4.63 and ,1|.25>, respectively 
and were both significant at the ,01 level of confidence. 
The relationship between oral and silent reading and visual ef¬ 
ficiency for the thirty first grade pupil s was statistically significant. 
The "r's11 for these groups were ,ij08 and ,£lf>, respectively and were 
both significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
Conclus ions. — The findings of this study would appear to warrant 
the following conclusions relative to the purposes 
1, That the thirty first grade pupils were characterized by 
inadequate or below average patterns of personality 
adjustment, which indicated that the group measured better 
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than only 30 per cent of the pupils included in the 
standardizing population. 
2. That the thirty first grade pupils were characterized by 
inadequate mental abilities ranging at least two years 
below the national norm. 
3. That the thirty first grade pupils were characterized by 
inadequate or below average patterns of social adjustment. 
k. That the oral reading patterns of the thirty first grade 
pupils were characterized by average performances in 
this area. 
5. That the silent reading patterns of the thirty first grade 
pupils were characterized by slightly above average 
performances in this area. 
6. That the thirty first grade pupils were characterized by 
normal visual efficiency. 
7. That there was a slightly positive relationship between 
oral and silent reading and mental abilities of the thirty 
first grade pupils. 
8. That there was a fair positive relationship between oral 
and silent reading and personal adjustment of the thirty 
first grade pupils. 
9. That there was a fair positive relationship between oral 
and silent reading and social adjustment of the thirty 
first grade pupils. 
10. That there was a highly positive relationship between 
oral and silent reading and visual efficiency of the 
39 
thirty first grade pupils. 
11. That there was a tendency for those pupils who ranked 
low or average in oral and silent reading to assume the 
same or similar position in mental maturity, social adjust¬ 
ment, personal adjustment and visual efficiency of the 
thirty first grade pupils. 
Implications.— The specific implications stemming from the 
findings of this research were as follows: 
1. That the generally below-average personality adjustment 
of the thirty first grade pupils would warrant that efforts 
be made to alleviate emotional maladjustments on personal 
and social levels of these pupils. 
2. That reading seemed to be closely related to factors valued 
in this study and thus, reveals the need for careful attention 
to adjustment and visual factors at all stages of development. 
3. That the average level of oral reading was apparently ac- 
coirçpanied by a similar pattern of silent reading and there¬ 
fore, indicated that the existing program was well-balanced 
at this point. 
Recommendations.— The interpretation of the findings together 
with the implications suggested these recommendations: 
1. That more time should be given to identifying factors 
which may influence reading performances, 
2. That the administration of the R. L. Cousins Elementary 
School make provisions for a well organized guidance 
program wherein appropriate measures are provided for 
different types of maladjustment, and specific treatment 
ho 
of each case receiving the necessary requirements of 
much thought and ingenuity on the part of the teachers. 
3. That the teachers of the R. L. Cousins Elementary School 
should give serious consideration to the provision of 
reading experiences which will improve the oral and silent 
reading abilities of the pupils whose intelligence levels 
reveal possibilities of their achieving at higher levels 
of proficiency. 
U. That further study be made in the area of reading com¬ 
prehension to identify factors which contribute to poor 
oral and silent reading. 
5. That pupils with sufficient reading achievement be guided 
toward books and other materials which may be of benefit 
in lowering personal and social maladjustment. 
6. That the few pupils who indicate a need for professional 
assistance for visual correction be guided to the proper 
authorities as soon as possible. 
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Name  
Last First Middle 
 Grade  Boy Girl 
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Date of 
Test  
Month Day Year 
Examiner   (  ) Pupil's Age  
Date of 
Birth  
Month Day Year 
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TO BOYS AND GIRLS: 
This booklet has some questions which can be answered YES or NO. Your 
answers will show what you usually think, how you usually feel, or what you 
usually do about things. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. 
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO. 
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS 
A. Do you have a dog at home? YES NO 
B. Did you walk all the way to school today? YES NO 
Page 2 
CTP-P-AA 
SECTION 1 A 1. Is it easy for you to play by yourself 
when you have to? YES NO 
2. Is it easy for you to talk to your 
class? YES NO 
3. Do you feel like crying when you are 
hurt a little? YES NO 
4. Do you feel bad when you are blamed 
for things? YES NO 
5. Do you usually finish the games you 
start? YES NO 
6. Does someone usually help you dress? YES NO 
7. Can you get the children to bring 
back your things? YES NO 
8. Do you need help to eat your meals? YFS . * W 
Section 1 A 
(number right) 
1. Do the children think you can do 
things well? 
2. Do the other children often do nice 
things for you? 
3. Do you have fewer friends than other 
children? 
4. Do most of the boys and girls like 
you? 
5. Do your folks think that you are 
bright? 
6. Can you do things as well as other 
children ? 
7. Do people think that other children 
are better than you? 












T0 1 PAGE 1 
f 
SECTION 1 B 
Section 1 B 
(number right) 








Do your folks sometimes let you buy 
things? YES NO 
Do you have to tell some people to let 
you alone? YES NO 
Do you go to enough new places? YES NO 
Do your folks keep you from playing 
with the children you like? YES NO 
Are you allowed to play the games 
you like? YES NO 
Are you punished for many things 
you do? YES NO 
May you do most of the things you 
like? YES NO 
Do you have to stay at home too 
much? YES NO 










Do you need to have more friends? 
Do you feel that people don’t like 
you? 
Do you have good times with the 
children at school? 
Are the children glad to have you 
in school? 
Are you lonesome even when you are 
with people? 
Do people like to have you around 
them? 
Do most of the people you know 
like you? 
Do lots of children have more fun 











RIGHT ON TO 
THE NEXT PAGE 
SECTION 1 D 
Section 1 D 
(number right)   
1. Do the boys and girls often try to 
cheat you? YES NO 
2. Do you feel very bad when people 
talk about you? YES NO 
3. Are most of the boys and girls mean 
to you ? YES NO 
4. Do you feel bad because people are 
mean to you? YES NO 
5. Do many children say things that 
hurt your feelings? YES NO 
6. Are many older people so mean that 
you hate them? YES NO 
7. Do you often feel so bad that you 
do not know what to do? YES NO 
8. Would you rather watch others play 
than play with them? YES NO 
SECTION 1 E 
Section 1 E 









Do you often wake up because of 
bad dreams? YES NO 
Is it hard for you to go to sleep at 
night? YES NO 
Do things often make you cry? YES NO 
Do you catch colds easily? YES NO 
Are you often tired even in the 
morning? YES NO 
Are you sick much of the time? YES NO 
Do your eyes hurt often? YES NO 
Are you often mad at people with¬ 
out knowing why? YES NO 
Page 5 
CTP-P-AA 
SECTION 1 F 
Section 1 F 
(number right) GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
7 
1. Should you mind your folks even 
when they are wrong? YES NO 
SECTION 2 A 
2. Should you mind your folks even if 
your friends tell you not to? YES NO 
3. Is it all right to cry if you cannot 
have your own way? YES NO 
4. Should children fight when people 
do not treat them right? YES NO 
5. Should a person break a promise 
that he thinks is unfair? YES NO 
6. Do children need to ask their folks 
if they may do things? YES NO 
7. Do you need to thank everyone who 
helps you? YES NO 
8. Is it all right to cheat if no one sees 
you? YES NO 










Do you talk to the new children at 
school? 
Is it hard for you to talk to new 
people? 
Does it make you angry when people 
stop you from doing things? 
Do you say nice things to children 
who do better work than you do? 
Do you sometimes hit other children 
when you are playing with them? 
Do you play games with other 
children even when you don’t want 
to? 
Do you help new children get used 
to the school? 











RIGHT ON TO 
THE NEXT PAGE 
SECTION 2 B 
Section 2 B 
(number right) 
1. Do people often make you very 
angry? YES NO 
















Do you have to make a fuss to get 
people to treat you right? 
Are people often so bad that you 
have to be mean to them? 
Is someone at home so mean that 
you often get angry? 
Do you have to watch many people 
so they won’t hurt you? 
Do the boys and girls often quarrel 
with you? 
Do you like to push or scare other 
children? 
Do you often tell the other children 
that you won’t do what they ask? 
Are your folks right when they make 
you mind? 
Do you wish you could live in some 
other home? 
Are the folks at home always good 
to you? 
Is it hard to talk things over with 
your folks because they don’t under¬ 
stand? 
Is there someone at home who does 
not like you? 
Do your folks seem to think that 
you are nice to them? 
Do you feel that no one at home 
loves you? 
Do your folks seem to think that you 



















Section 2 C 
(number right)  
SECTION 2 D 
Section 2 D 
(number right)  
GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
SECTION 2 E 1. Do you often do nice things for the 
other children in your school? 
2. Are there many bad children in your 
school? 
3. Do the boys and girls seem to think 
that you are nice to them? 
4. Do you think that some teachers do 
not like the children? 
5. Would you rather stay home from 
school if you could? 
6. Is it hard to like the children in your 
school? 
7. Do the other boys and girls say that 
you don’t play fair in games? 
8. Do the children at school ask you 









1. Do you play with some of the 
children living near your home? 
2. Do the people near your home seem 
to like you? 
3. Are the people near your home often 
mean? 
4. Are there people near your home 
who are not nice? 
5. Do you have good times with people 
who live near you? 
6. Are there some mean boys and girls 
who live near you? 
7. Are you asked to play in other 
people’s yards? 
8. Do you have more fun near your 











CTP-P-AA STOP NOW WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS 
Section 2 E 
(number right)  
SECTION 2 F 
Section 2 F 
(number right)  
te 
KEÏSTONS VISUAL SURVEY 'TEST 
TELEBIKû CULAR 
Name of Pupil . Grade 
As& , , With glasses   Without glasses n 
Cate r... . :r.    Nam© of' Examiner  
1* Simultas&ous vision® 
2* Vertical balança * 
3o Lateral balance * 
(Pas* point) 
4® Fusion {Fas* point) * 
5® Binocular visual ©ffiolenorf5, 
6» Left ejo visual ®ffloi©no^* 
V» Right eys visual efficiency* 
8e Clearness of vision 
Far point ® 
Near point»* 
9® Lateral balance // 
(Near point) 
10® Near point fusion $ 
11® Stereopsla* 
*sr far peint 
#s ffear peint 
Other commente 
General evaluation* 
Referral*, if anys 
Gil more Oral Reading Test FORMA 
by John V. Gilmore 
Associate Professor of Psychology 




  DATE  
  AGE  
YEARS MONTHS 
STATE  EXAMINER. 
GRADE 
SEX  
Summary Check List of Difficulties 
From an analysis of the pupil’s oral reading per¬ 
formance, complete the check list below. 
  Many substitutions 
  Habitual mispronunciations 
  Many words pronounced by examiner 
  Habitual disregard of punctuation 
  Habitual insertions 
  Habitual hesitations 
  Habitual repetitions 
  Habitual omissions 
Check the following immediately after completion 
of the testing: 
  Word-by-word reading 
  Reads in monotone 
  Strained, high-pitched voice 
 Volume too loud 
 Volume too soft 
  Poor enunciation 






















































♦Do not count “ceiling” paragraph or paragraphs below “basal.” 
Silent Reading Test Data 
TEST  
WORD MEAN. (VOCAB.) GRADE EQUIV.. 
PARA. MEAN. (READ.) GRADE EQUIV._ 
AVE. READ. GRADE EQUIV._____  
Published 1952 by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1951 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
PRINTED IN U.B.A. G I ORT : RB *. A-7 
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2 
Gilmore Oral Reading-A 
!• I see a boy. 
He has a dog. 
Here is a girl. 
I see a cat, too. 
The man is Father. 
Mother is in the house. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What animal is the boy playing with? 
 2. What other animal is there? 
 3. Who is the man? 
 4. Where is Mother? 
 5. Whom else do you see? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
• The girl is in the yard. 
The girl has a big ball. 
The boy is back of the girl. 
He is playing with his dog. 
The cat looks at the girl. 
He wants to play ball, too. 
The girl does not see the cat. 
She is looking at the ball. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. Where is the girl? 
—2. What does the girl have? 
 3. What is the boy doing? 
 4. What does the cat want? 
 5. What is the girl looking at? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






Dm Every morning Father goes to his office by train. He 
usually leaves the house about eight o’clock. In rainy weather 
Mother drives him to the station. When the train reaches the 
city at eight forty-five, Father goes to the general offices of his 
company. An elevator carries him to the eleventh floor. 
His important position takes hours of extra time, and many 
evenings he doesn’t arrive home until late. Bob and Jane are 
disappointed when he works at night, for he frequently assists 
them with their lessons. Then, too, if there is time after 
dinner for games, he often plays with them before they begin 
to study. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What time does Father leave the house in the morning? 
 2. What does Mother do for Father when it is raining? 
 3. On what floor is Father’s office? 
 4. How does Father help Bob and Jane when he is home 
evenings? 
 5. When does Father play games with them? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
O. Nearly every family living in the city suburbs takes a 
vacation sometime during the summer. When the weather 
becomes warm, usually during July, Bob and Jane accompany 
their parents to the seaside. In order to reach their destina¬ 
tion on the shore, they are obliged to travel over a mountain 
range. If they begin their journey before sunrise the first 
day, they can see many impressive scenes in the mountains. 
The exciting but lengthy trip requires two full days. While 
at the beach Bob and Jane spend many blissful hours bathing 
in the surf and relaxing on the sunny sand. Summer vacations 
help Bob and Jane keep healthy. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What does almost every city family do in summer? 
 2. What month do Bob and Jane usually go to the seashore 
with their parents? 
 3. What must they do to reach the shore? 
 4. How long is their trip? 
 5. How do summer vacations help Bob and Jane? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






r 9 l 
o. The name of the boy is Bob. 
The name of his sister is Jane. 
They live with their parents 
in a white house near the city. 
They are playing on the walk. 
The dog and cat are their pets. 
After Father has gone to work, 
the children will leave for school. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What is the boy’s name? 
 2. What is his sister’s name? 
 3. Where is their house? 
 4. What are their pets? 
 5. When will the children leave for school? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
Gilmore Oral Reading-A 
4. Mother waves good-by to Father each morning. She 
begins the housework soon after he leaves. Bob and Jane 
help her before they go to school. They dry the dishes and 
clean their own rooms. After Mother has finished the work 
indoors, she goes out to her pretty flower garden. She tends 
it nearly every day for about an hour. Mother does all her 
work with great care. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What does Mother do as Father is leaving? 
 2. What does Mother do after Father has gone? 
 3. When do Bob and Jane help Mother? 
 4. Where does Mother go after she has finished the work 
indoors? 
 5. How long does she work in her garden each day? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






/ • After their restful and refreshing vacation is over, Bob 
and Jane feel quite adequately prepared for school. When 
they return from their sojourn at the seashore, they are over¬ 
joyed to play with their pets once again. Their parents are 
delighted to see them tanned and healthy. School opens 
within a few weeks after they return home, and during August 
their mother helps them acquire the new clothing and equip¬ 
ment which they will need later. Each year the beginning of 
school in early September brings a stimulating program of 
very challenging studies. Bob’s favorite subject will un¬ 
doubtedly be sixth-grade science, while Jane, entering the 
fourth grade, will enjoy reading. In addition to schoolwork, 
both will take music lessons. Jane studies the violin, but 
Bob prefers the trumpet. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What do Bob and Jane play with when they return from 
their vacation? 
 2. In what month does their mother help them buy their 
clothing and school equipment? 
 3. What grade will Bob be in? 
 4. What subject will Jane like? 
 5. What musical instrument does Bob play? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
a, Mother and Father are proudly making ambitious plans 
for the future education of their children, Bob and Jane. 
They realize that several factors are going to play a part in 
the ultimate selection of their careers. First of all, the children 
must be physically and mentally equipped for the professions 
of their choice. The financial cost of the necessary training 
program must also be considered, while a third factor is the 
attitude of relatives and friends. Obviously, Bob and Jane 
are not yet able to make a final choice. Parents often enter¬ 
tain secret ambitions for their children, and Mother and Father 
hope that Bob and Jane will enter some branch of medicine. 
They visualize Bob in surgery; however, at present he is 
fascinated by aviation. Although Jane has always aspired 
to be a kindergarten teacher, her family thinks that she is 
ideally suited for the nursing profession. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What are Mother and Father planning for? 
 2. What profession do they hope Bob and Jane will choose? 
 3. What branch of this profession would they like Bob to 
enter? 
 4. What interests Bob at the present time? 
 5. What has Jane always wanted to be? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 
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Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






r a l 
9. Although Bob and Jane now think they will eventually 
comply with their parents’ wishes in choosing medicine as 
their profession, a recent school incident indicates that their 
interests may later turn more in the direction of an intensive 
study of the human mind. One day, while discussing with 
their science instructor the differences between human beings 
and animals, they discovered that human mentality differs 
chiefly from animal mentality in being essentially preoccupied 
with symbols. They realized, for the first time, that they 
themselves were employing symbols. They learned that a 
symbol is a sign or word which refers to something, such as an 
object, a person, or a concept, and that nearly all knowledge 
is a product of symbolic expression. They discovered that 
symbols are used in languages, mathematics, and music; 
and they learned that even the flag is a symbolic emblem of 
patriotism. Thus, Bob and Jane are beginning to realize that 
the mind of man, which deals pre-eminently with these sym¬ 
bols, is a significant study in itself. They recognize the truth 
inherent in the adage, “ The proper study of mankind is man.” 
TIME Seconds 
 1. What study may later become of absorbing interest to 
Bob and Jane? 
 2. With whom were Bob and Jane talking when they were 
comparing human beings and animals? 
 3. How does the human mind differ from that of an animal? 
 4. What emblem signifies love of country? 
 5. What is the saying of which Bob and Jane now recognize 
the truth? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






Gilmore Oral Reading-A 
10. When Bob and Jane study psychology in college, they 
will further penetrate the intricacies of the human mind. 
Learning that the mind and the emotions are closely inter¬ 
related, they will discover that virtually all problems which 
cause disturbance to an individual are associated in some degree 
with his emotional life. A person’s “emotional adjustment” 
not only affects his own happiness and equilibrium, but also 
has a profound influence on his associates; thus it is axiomatic 
that emotions are a fundamental consideration in all human 
relationships. Psychology has proved conclusively that har¬ 
mony or discord among persons, far from occurring fortui¬ 
tously, can be explained by the same principle of cause and 
effect which operates in other fields of science. There appear 
to be two general causes of group tensions: the first is genetic 
in character; and the second, related to the cultural milieu in 
which we live. Scholars in various areas of study, among 
whom we find anthropologists, sociologists, and statisticians, 
have joined the psychologist in assiduous investigations in 
this complex field. The problems of human relations which 
confront our present-day society are both baffling and chal¬ 
lenging; as intelligent citizens we can and should contribute to 
their ultimate solution by trying conscientiously to understand 
our own behavior. Such injunctions as “ Don’t take yourself 
too seriously” have in the past been fashionable attempts at 
disposing of personal problems. However, they are little 
more than avoidance mechanisms which ignore the real causes 
of behavior; in light of current psychology they may in fact 
be considered anachronistic. 
TIME Seconds 
 1. In what college course will Bob and Jane study about 
the mind? 
 2. What factor affects the happiness of every individual? 
 3. According to modern psychology, what scientific principle 
explains relationships among people? 
 4. Name one field besides psychology in which scholars are 
studying the problems of human relations. 
 5. What can each individual do to help in the solution of 
these problems? 
NUMBER RIGHT  
ERROR RECORD Number 
Substitutions 
Mispronunciations 
Words pronounced by examiner 






METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
PRIMARY I BATTERY: FORM R 
BY GERTRUDE H. HILDRETH, PH.D. 
Prim. I 
R 
Name Boy Girl 
Teacher Grade School  
City. County State 
Year Month Day 
Date of Testing 
Year Month Day 
Date of Birth 




















•Do not include when figuring 
average achievement. 
* These two scales are independent. Only one should 
be used at one time. In plotting this chart, put an X in 
the box above the scale which is to be used. 
f An additional scale is provided here in order to make 
it possible to plot the chart in terms ot norms other than 
those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture 
of the achievement of an individual pupil as revealed by 
his test scores. The equivalent (grade, age, or other type) 
of each test score should be plotted on the proper stave 
and these points joined to make the profile. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1946 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
PRINTED IN Ü.S.A. MAT : PRIM. I : B-16 _ a 
Metropolitan. Prim. 1 - R 
TEST I. READING - WORD PICTURE 
a little bear 
a white rabbit 











Metropolitan : Prim. I : R 
[ 3 1 
Metropolitan : Prim. I : R 
25-27 
^jgÿ; v 
the farmer and his cow \ 
a dog chasing a rat 
a cake with candles 
three sheep 
a man is at the door 
a coat on a hook 
3'-33 
a pair of shoes 
a turtle in a box 
a pan on the stove 
[4] 
Metropolitan : Prim. I : R 
34-36 \ 
fish in a bowl 
a girl at the window 
a fire under a kettle 
a smiling face 
a horse takes a drink 
a plate and a spoon 
the doll is having a bath 
the child cuts the bread 
a goat pulling a wagon 
Gr. equiv. 
[ 5 ] 
No. right Stand, score Age equiv. 
Metropolitan : Prim. I : R 
TEST 2. READING - WORD RECOGNITION 
a. my be we me 
b. pig big bid dig 
c. go on in to go in go up 
1. ill all and ball 
2. rough round crowd sound 
3. may step tray stop 
4. with how wish both 
6. cabbages carriages vegetable valley 
6. fished fishing wished finding 
7. hid ham him hit 
8. one sly own only 
9. foot find food good 
10. water enter waste waiter 
ll. far jam jar job 
12. hair hers fair war 
[ 6 ] 
Metropolitan : Prim. I : R 
willow winning wonder window 
deer deep weed dip 
talking looking walking taking 
learn letter listen lesson 
she can we can they can she was 
give away come away come play gone today 
little animals large animals large apples lovely apples 
pretty dish pretty dress ugly dress party dress 
before him before them before her below him 
seven stones shining stars short sticks several stars 
hungry pets happy party happy people heavy package 
help them keep some look there keep them 
small slices all pieces small pieces small peaches 
he sighs she sings he sings the rings 
No. right. Stand, score  Gr. equxv. 
[ 7 1 
Age equiv. 
Metropolitan : Prim. I : K 
TEST 3. READING - WORD MEANING 
a. house boy stone mouse man father 
b. ball roll pin doll skates rose 
l. black night orange wash purph e oil 
2. woman warm mother flower cane Jane 
3. for two five soon seven high 
4. plant fish bird boot bee airplane 
6. bear ear moon goat wolf gate 
6. bell soup nuts candy drum puppy 
7. bowl cup bed spoon girl nose 
8. this our what these where how 
9. peas banks can wheel beets c :abbage 
10. map g° gold walk window throw 
11. key weed shoe child wall lily 
12. short loud wide tel 1 cook tall 
No. right  
No. wrong  
Difference  score  . Gr. equiv  
[ 8 ] 
TEST 4. NUMBERS 
Metropolitan : Prim. I : R 
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(Sib © ☆ * 0 
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9 
/^v l t* 
l9l 
Metropolitan . Prim. I : R 
7 1 9 3 2 6 
1 5 4 9 0 7 
9 4 6 1 8 2 
I io ] 






lpj 8 î 25 10 12 
/T 
5 6 4 1 3 
r-V, > V*v 
4ÿ 
4 8 2 3 7 




no 1 2\ 
9 *-•- 3 ) 
V 8 4/ 
Vjjy 
/n^îN 
f\ ° 2\ 
yÿ 
/10
1 f rv 
\8 4/ 












/lO 4 2\ 
V 1 5y 
/rP^N. p° 
y 8 «/ 
V 6 V 
( 4 6 7 1 8 
\ 
'• 9 12 10 6 5 
10 12 8 9 6 
6 3 12 10 9 
( H 1 
Metropolitan : Prim. 1 : H 
1 9 3 1 7 
3 1 4 6 0 
8 4 5 2 8 
1 2 5 7 3 
4 5 0 3 5 
5 3 9 6 7 
9 3 8 6 8 
-1 -2 -5 -4 -7 
Gr. equiv. 
[ 12 ] 
No. right Stand, score Age equiv. 
